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Evidence for the existence of two breathinglike phonon modes in infinite bundles
of single-walled carbon nanotubes
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We study the low-frequency region of the Raman spectra of infinite bundles of identical single-walled
carbon nanotubes within a valence force field model of the lattice dynamics and a bond-polarizability model
for the Raman intensity. It is obtained that two breathinglike phonon modes are present in such bundles for
each tube type. Based on this prediction, an alternative interpretation of the experimental Raman spectra is
proposed. In particular, an explanation is given for the appearence of resonant Raman lines that are predicted
as nonresonant within the noninteracting tube picture.
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Since the discovery of the carbon nanotubes nearly a
cade ago,1 a significant progress has been achieved in
production of large amounts of single-walled nanotub
~SWNT’s!. Synthesized by the pulsed laser vaporizat
process,2 by the arc discharge technique,3 or by the floating
catalyst method,4 the SWNT’s were found to form triangula
lattices~bundles! of up to several hundreds of aligned tube
Due to their peculiar structure and amazing physical prop
ties, the nanotubes are expected to find many applicatio5

A crucial step in the nanotube production process is the
cise characterization of the nanotube samples. Among
various characterization methods, Raman spectroscopy
proved to provide valuable information for various physic
properties of the nanotubes in the samples.

Recently, precise experimental investigations of the R
man scattering of light from phonons in SWNT samples ha
been carried out.6–12 In particular, much attention was give
to the study of the low-frequency~LF! region below
500 cm21 where a high-intensity Raman band is observ
The assignment of this band was carried out using the res
of force-constant models of the lattice dynamics of isola
nanotubes,5,13 tight-binding14–16andab initio17–19 results for
the zone-center phonons, and a bond-polarizability~BP!
model13 for the Raman intensity. In particular, this Ram
band is considered to consist of many Raman peaks, eac
which is due to the so-called radial breathing mode~BM! of
isolated tubes with given radii and chiral angles. In the B
all carbon atoms experience equal radial displacements.
various models predict that the frequency of the BM
nearly independent of the tube chiral angle and that i
inversely proportional to the tube radiusR, i.e., it is given by
the formula const/R. The proportionality coefficient was es
timated as 1120 cm21 Å.7,13 For the case of infinite bundle
of nanotubes, the tight-binding results were fitted w
1307/R for armchair tubes and 1282/R for zigzag tubes.16

The ab initio results in Ref. 19 were fitted with@1195
225(n2m)/n#/R for several tube types (n,m).

It is established experimentally that the LF Raman ban
a highly resonant one with peak positions and intensi
strongly dependent on the laser line and on the electro
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structure of the tubes.19 The theory predicts that the Rama
intensity of the peaks, due to a given tube type, is enhan
whenever the laser energy becomes equal to the differe
between symmetric spikes in the electronic density of sta
Moreover, the spikes’ separations depend mainly on the t
radius and only slightly on the tube chirality. For practic
purposes, these results have been presented in the form
resonance conditions chart,20 allowing one to determine the
possible tube types that can contribute to the Raman spe
for a given laser energy. Then, in order to assign the
Raman band to breathing modes of tubes of certain types
latter chart is combined with the 1/R dependence of the BM
frequency of isolated tubes.

This procedure does not fail in the association of a Ram
peak with a metallic or a semiconducting tube in the major
of the cases but in some cases the resonance condition
fulfilled neither for metallic nor for semiconducting tube
For example, the observed LF Raman bands for laser l
E51.17 eV, 2.41 eV, 2.54 eV, and 2.71 eV can be attribu
to semiconducting tubes and the bands for laser lineE
51.92 eV in can be attributed to metallic tubes.8,9,11 The
peaks at about 169 cm21 and 157 cm21 in the LF band
measured atE51.59 eV in Ref. 8 may come from metalli
tubes. However, the peak at 205 cm21 in this band does no
comply with the resonance conditions and are nonreson
In the Raman spectra of Ref. 7 taken using excitation ene
E51.17 eV, two subbands are observed in the LF region
the Raman spectra. In one of the subbands, the peak
160 cm21 and 177 cm21 may originate from semiconduct
ing tubes while the peaks at 230 cm21 and 252–259 cm21

in other subband are nonresonant. In two recent papers10,12

some of the samples were found to have wide diameter
tributions with tube diameters from 1 to 2 nm as revealed
the high-resolution transmission electron microscope d
For these samples, the LF Raman band consists of two
bands from 160 to 200 cm21 and from 220 to 280 cm21

~see Fig. 4 in Ref. 10! or of a single wide band between 12
and 430 cm21 ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 12!. Although most of the
peaks in these spectra can be attributed to resonant scatt
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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from metallic and semiconducting tubes, some of the pe
must be nonresonant according to the resonance condi
and the 1/R law. Consequently, the procedure based on
resonance conditions and the 1/R dependence of the BM
frequency fails to predict the resonant behavior of cert
Raman peaks in several experimental spectra in contradic
with the above-mentioned highly resonant character of
LF Raman band.

Here we provide arguments proving that the mention
Raman peaks, which the former theory is unable to predic
resonant, can be assigned to Raman-active modes of infi
bundles of identical nanotubes. First, it is shown that in s
bundles, two high-intensity Raman peaks are present in
LF region below 500 cm21. These two peaks are shown
originate from the BM and a certain double degenerate m
in isolated tubes. The latter mode is ofEn symmetry withn
depending on the specific tube type and is further denote
EM ~short forE mode!. Second, based on these results a
the available experimental Raman spectra, we argue tha
problematic peaks may be assigned to the higher-freque
mode of both.

The lattice-dynamical study of infinite bundles of iden
cal tubes is accomplished within a valence force field~VFF!
model with intertube interactions described by a Lenna
Jones potential.21 An infinite bundle is assumed to consist
tubes arranged in a hexagonal crystal lattice for which
lattice parameter is obtained by minimization of the intertu
energy. In practice, thorough optimization of the bund
structure must be carried out for tubes in the monocli
lattice. However, the use of the optimized monoclinic stru
ture is found here to give negligible improvement for t
phonon modes over the results for the optimized hexago
structure and, for this reason and for computational con
nience, the latter one is used in the calculations. The Ra
spectra are calculated within the BP model13 for backscatter-
ing geometry and parallel light polarization with averagi
over all tube orientations in space.

The results for the Raman spectra for a number of isola
tubes and infinite bundles of tubes of armchair type
shown in Fig. 1. The comparison of the spectra for tubes
for bundles of a given tube type reveals that the BM pe
disappears in the latter and, instead of this peak, two o
intensive peaks are present that are due to modes den
here as BM~1! and BM~2!. For small tube radii, the elasti
force constant for radial extension is much larger than
intertube force constant and, consequently, the bundle ei
modes are nearly unchanged with respect to these of iso
tubes. Then, it is clear from Fig. 2 that BM~1! originates
from the BM and BM~2!—from a doubly degenerate mod
EM, in isolated tubes. Both bundle modes are ful
symmetric and can have mixed vibration patterns. It is s
in Fig. 2 that with the increase of the radius, the vibrati
patterns of the two bundle modes become more and m
mixed and similar until they obtain nearly identical brea
inglike shapes~apart from a rotation atp/6 around the tube
axis! for bundles of tubes larger than~15,15!, i.e., R
*10 Å. The strong mode mixing for large radii is due
fact that the BM and the EM have close frequencies and
the intertube force constant is much larger than the ela
23340
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one. The radius dependence of the calculated frequencie
both modes is illustrated in Fig. 3 for all armchair and zigz
tube types with radii from 4 Å to 16 Å. The calculate
Raman intensity of these modes versus tube radius is sh
in the inset of Fig. 3, from which it can be concluded that t
relative intensity of BM~2! with respect to BM~1! reaches a

FIG. 1. The Raman spectra of isolated tubes~dotted lines! and
infinite bundles of tubes~solid lines! of the armchair types~6,6!,
~9,9!, ~12,12!, ~15,15!, ~18,18!, and~21,21! with radii in the interval
from 4 Å to 16 Å. The peaks originating from the BM, BM~1!,
and BM~2! are indicated by corresponding symbols. The aster
indicates the frequency of the Raman-inactive EM.

FIG. 2. The atomic displacement patterns for the two breathi
like modes, BM~1! and BM~2!, in infinite bundles of armchair
nanotubes of the types~6,6!, ~9,9!, ~12,12!, ~15,15!, ~18,18!, and
~21,21!. The circular cross sections of the tubes~scaled to have
equal radii! and the primitive translation vectors of the regular t
angular lattice are shown. The atomic displacements of the at
are depicted by arrows.
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maximum of about 0.4 forR'10 Å and decreases to 0.3 fo
R'16 Å.

In previous calculations of the vibrations of nanotu
bundles, a second breathinglike mode has not been obta

FIG. 3. The calculated frequencies of the BM and the EM
isolated nanotubes and the originating from them BM~1! and BM~2!
in infinite bundles of identical nanotubes for all armchair and zigz
types with radii between 4 Å and 16 Å, i.e., tube types from~6,6!
to ~21,21! and from~11,0! to ~40,0!. The inset shows the calculate
intensities of these modes vs tube radius.
23340
ed

because of the limited diameter range of interest22 or because
of the considered rigid tube breathing only.16 However, very
recent tight-binding molecular-dynamics calculations of s
eral tube types with radii in the interval 3.5,R,9.5 Å have
revealed the existence of the second breathinglike mod
infinite bundles.23 The estimated ratioI 2 /I 1 of the Raman
intensities of the BM~2! and BM~1! peaks, based only on th
eigenvectors of the BM and the EM, was found to increa
with the tube radius and reach the value of about 0.9 foR
'9.5 Å while here we obtainI 2 /I 1'0.3.

We apply the obtained results to the assignment of
Raman peaks in the LF part of several experimental spec
For this purpose, we use the resonance conditions chart
the 1/R law to analyze the resonance behavior of the
features in these spectra. In the case of several high-inten
Raman lines, this procedure predicts off-resonant scatter
We group each of these lines with a lower-frequency one
is resonant according to the resonance condition and theR
law. Further on, we suppose that each such pair of pe
comes from a couple of modes BM~1! and BM~2! in infinite
bundles of identical tubes. For this to be true for a given p
of peaks, it is necessary that the corresponding radiiR1 @R2#
obtained from the curves for the lower-frequency mo
BM~1! @higher-frequency mode BM~2!# in Fig. 3 were close
to each other. The results for such pairs of peaks with cl
R1 andR2 are shown in Table I. In the first three columns
Table I, the laser excitation lines used in the Raman sca
ing experiments and the pairs of observed peaks posit
with uR12R2u&0.3 Å are displayed together with the pai
of radii (R1 ,R2). All nanotube types with radii in the
60.15 Å interval from the average value (R11R2)/2 that
could be responsible for the pairs of Raman peaks are g
in the last column of Table I. It is thus clear that each of t
pairs of peaks may originate from one of the several lis
tube types but it is not possible to point out a unique tu
type due to the assumptions made in these calculations

g

Raman

n in
TABLE I. Assignment of several pairs of observed Raman peaks to BM~1! and BM~2! of infinite bundles
of identical tubes. The first three columns contain the laser excitation energy used to obtain a given
spectrum, pairs of observed peak positions in the spectrum~for which uR12R2u,0.3 Å with R1 and R2

derived from Fig. 3!, and the corresponding pairs of radii (R1 ,R2). All tube types with radii in the interval
60.15 Å from the average value (R11R2)/2 that could give rise to the pairs of Raman peaks are show
the last column in order of increasing tube radius.

Excit. energy
~eV!

Pair of peaks pos.
(cm21)

(R1 ,R2)
~Å!

Types
of tubes

1.17a ~160, 230! ~7.58,7.19! ~14,7!, ~18,1!, ~17,3!, ~19,0!, ~16,5!, ~12,10!,~18,2!,
~13,9!

1.17a ~177, 252! ~6.92,6.70! ~17,0!, ~16,2!, ~11,9!, ~15,4!, ~12,8!, ~17,1!
1.59b ~157, 205! ~7.65,7.90! ~19,1!, ~18,3!, ~13,10!, ~17,5!
1.92c ~167, 240! ~7.25,6.94! ~15,5!, ~11,10!, ~13,8!, ~14,7!, ~18,1!
1.92c ~189, 258! ~6.43,6.52! ~11,8!, ~16,1!, ~15,3!, ~14,5!
1.92d ~157, 215! ~7.65,7.55! ~12,10!, ~18,2!, ~13,9!, ~17,4!, ~15,7!, ~16,6!
1.92d ~189, 254! ~6.43,6.64! ~11,8!, ~16,1!, ~15,3!, ~14,5!

aReference 7.
bReference 8.
cReference 10.
dReference 12.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 233407
fact, the pair of peaks is supposed to originate from an i
nite bundle while a real bundle consists of hundreds of tu
of similar radii.24 Consequently, the real peak positions m
deviate from the predicted ones here by a few cm21 depend-
ing on the production method of the nanotube samples. A
from this, the observed peak positions may be shifted w
respect to the phonon frequencies due to the resonant c
acter of the light scattering. In metallic tubes, the phon
frequencies themselves can be modified because of elec
phonon interactions that are not accounted for in the pre
calculations.

Note that it is also possible to group some other exp
mental peaks in pairs for which both peaks could be assig
to resonant scattering involving the BM modes of two tu
types. However, even in such cases the possibility of an
terpretation in terms of BM~1! and BM~2! modes of a single
tube type should not be ruled out. If both assignments
plausible, a more refined theoretical approach has to be u
in order to distinguish between the two cases.

In conclusion, we have studied the low-frequency reg
of the Raman spectra of infinite bundles of SWNT’s within
VFF model of the lattice dynamics and a BP model for t
Raman intensity. The results of the calculations show tha
this region there are two breathinglike modes that may g
a
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rise to Raman peaks of high intensity. The frequencies
the vibration patterns of these two modes are modified by
intertube interactions especially for tube radii larger th
10 Å where the intertube forces prevail over the elas
forces of the tubes. Since the resonance conditions are p
tically the same for both modes, it can be expected that
ratio of their Raman intensities, calculated here, will be
semi-quantitative correspondence with the experimental o
Based on these results, we explain the appearance in se
experimental Raman spectra of resonantly enhanced Ra
peaks that are otherwise predicted to be nonresonant acc
ing to the noninteracting tube picture and the resonance c
ditions.
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